An Invitation to Try Our Practices
As coaches and facilitators, we help clients clarify what is important to them and
what they want to do to live a fully expressed life and to be at their personal
leadership best. We support women in taking steps to move in the direction of their
intentions by drawing on practices that will help them do what they know they want
and need to do.

We have identified 13 practices that have been helpful for us and for the thousands
of people we have worked with over the past few decades. Some practices are
practical, some emergent, some involve inner work, and others outer work. We
know that what works for one person may not work for another and what is
effective for an individual at one point in life may not work at another time.

“We delight in the beauty of the butterfly, but rarely admit the transformation and
changes it has gone through to achieve that beauty."
-Maya Angelou

PRACTICE 1
Make Your Intentions Visible
 Write your intention out or capture
it in symbols or pictures, and then
place it somewhere visible.
 Place on your screen saver, mirror,
or journal - so the words or images
keep showing up for you.

PRACTICE 2
Create Space for a Daily
Review & Tracking Evidence
 When the world is sleeping,
before the children are up, before
email, take a few minutes to
remind yourself of your intention.
 Embed your intention in a daily
ritual - as part of meditation or
your reflective practice.

TRY THIS: Make an Intention Board. Gather several magazines that
appeal to you. Cut out images and words that describe or symbolize your
intention, then paste the images on a poster board to create a collage.
Place your Intention Board in a prominent spot where you will see it
several times a day.
CONSIDER THIS: Ensure the wording of your intention is positive and
stated as if already realized. Speak your intention out loud several times
a day. Visualize yourself living the intention.

TRY THIS: Take five minutes first thing in the morning or last thing in the
evening to consider steps you have taken in the direction of your
intention. Writing in your journal helps you track how you are doing
over time.
CONSIDER THIS: Keeping a journal for a daily review helps us focus and
clear emotions that may get in the way of what is important.
Online extra: Read "26 reasons why I keep a journal (and why you
should, too)" (Nolan, 2013).

PRACTICE 3
Dwell in Possibility
Consciousness




Focus on what you want to create
rather than on the past or
constraints of the present.
We refer to this as living life "in
possibility consciousness."

PRACTICE 4
Bring Awareness to the
Moment to Make Choices
 Find times during the day to check
in on how you are doing,
physically, emotionally, and
spiritually.


It is a matter of stopping and
listening to yourself, and
connecting to your inner guidance
for the next step.

TRY THIS: Every morning before getting out of bed, or as part of your
reflective practice, take a few minutes to connect to your intention and
heart’s desires – what you really want to manifest in your life. Our
heart’s desires are the seeds of possibilities in our lives. Imagine them
already realized and feel the expansion in your body. Dwell in possibility
consciousness for a few minutes before your day begins.
CONSIDER THIS: The poet Rumi says “Live life as if everything is rigged in
your favour.” What would it be like if we lived every moment as if we
truly believed life is rigged in our favour? Even when you experience
challenges and disappointments, look for the gift in adversity and ask
yourself, what is the lesson I must learn?

TRY THIS: Ask yourself "What do I really want?" and “What do I really,
really want?” This will help align your choices and your actions with
your intention.
CONSIDER THIS: Stay in the present moment. If you find yourself
dwelling on the past, ask yourself, “What do I need to let go of?” or “Is
there someone I need to forgive so I can move on?” If you are worrying
about the future, try to consider the future a mystery. Being in the
present moment provides the gift of making conscious choices that are
aligned with your wants and your intentions, moment by moment.

PRACTICE 5
Embrace & Embody
Your Intentions
 Act as if you have already fulfilled
your intentions.
 Notice how your body responds
physically to "trying your intention
on." This is a foundation for
creating more space for
possibilities.

PRACTICE 6
Remember Self-Compassion
 True self-compassion involves
accepting all of who we are and
what we experience, bringing the
same kindness and care to
ourselves as we would to a friend.


Unacknowledged emotions or
needs, such as being frustrated
with ourselves or judging
ourselves for not accomplishing
more, takes energy.

TRY THIS: Practice standing or moving in a way that is consistent with
your intention, or try a power pose such as yoga's Mountain Pose
("Mountain pose," 2014). Notice how these physical movements make
you feel. Online extra: Watch "Your body language shapes who you
are" (Cuddy, 2012).
CONSIDER THIS: What would happen if you presented yourself as
though you were living your leadership ideal? Online extra: Check out
the Strozzi Institute, which provides resources for embodying
leadership ("Embodied leadership program," 2013).

TRY THIS: The next time you feel tension or feel triggered, stop and take
a few breaths. Then notice what you are sensing, experiencing, thinking,
feeling, or wanting. Be with whatever is there. Know that it is intelligent
to notice your emotions, and that doing this will provide some release
and help honour all of you.

CONSIDER THIS: How would you feel if you were more kind to yourself?
Online extra: "Test how self-compassionate you are" (Neff, 2016).

PRACTICE 7
Don’t Do it Alone
 Consider the kind of personal and
professional support you need for
the changes you want to make.
 Notice if you find it difficult to ask
for support. It is often said that
women are chronically under
supported.

PRACTICE 8
Try Taking One Small
Step at a Time
 Start with a step that is easy for
you and notice how this reveals
the next step, and the step after
that.
 Build on your momentum.

TRY THIS: Find one or two others and commit to meeting monthly to
fully support one another’s intentions to be the best you can be. At your
monthly meeting, share and celebrate discoveries and integrate any
lessons learned. Share failures, and provide unprecedented support for
one another to go from breakdown to breakthrough!
CONSIDER THIS: Seek out people who model where you want to go. Find
a “growth partner,” someone who will encourage you and be candid
with you as you move toward fulfillment of your intentions. Join
communities of like-minded and like-hearted people.

TRY THIS: Make one micro-movement, knowing that growth can be
incremental and that small steps can also result in big breakthroughs.
Consider using the number five: For example, spend five minutes a day
on something that matters.
CONSIDER THIS: Track your small wins and make them visible.
Online extra: Read "The power of small wins" (Amabile & Kramer,
2011).

PRACTICE 9
Remember to Recognize &
Celebrate Progress
 Acknowledge and celebrate even
small successes.


Recognizing progress stimulates
motivation.

PRACTICE 10
Imbed the New Patterns
 There’s plasticity to the brain, and
after a while, new practices
become habits.


The brain likes repetition for
rewiring.

TRY THIS: Keep a journal, and track daily or weekly evidence of your
highlights and successes. Also track learning. With your partner or
spouse or a trusted friend, at the end of each week, share your top three
highlights and one lesson learned.
CONSIDER THIS: Keep a five-minute journal to encourage gratitude,
celebration, and ongoing learning in your life. Begin the day by listing
what you are grateful for, and end the day by listing amazing things that
happened, and then consider what you could have done to make the
day better. The Five-Minute Journal provides a page a day with a daily
inspirational quote and guided questions (Ikonn & Ramdas, 2013).

TRY THIS: Begin with a practice that is easy, and that you feel
committed to. One simple practice. Do it daily.
CONSIDER THIS: Learn how small life changes can boost genetic activity;
read Super Genes (Chopra & Tanzi, 2015).

PRACTICE 11
Take a Developmental
Orientation to Adversity
 Whatever is not in alignment with
your intention will break down.
 This is normal. Ask yourself, “What
have I learned as I grow and evolve
and take steps toward my
intention?”

PRACTICE 12
Take Care of Incompletions
& Integrity Breaches
 Incompletions happen when we
don't finish something, or we
don't do something we intended
to do.


They leak life energy, and get in
the way of us moving forward on
our intentions.

TRY THIS: Learn how to cultivate a growth mindset, where you believe
your most basic abilities can be developed through dedication and hard
work. Online extra: "Test your mindset" (Dweck, 2006).
CONSIDER THIS: We all live with constraints and challenges. This is
normal. Given your constraints and challenges, ask yourself questions
such as, “I wonder what is possible here?” or “I am curious; how can
I…?” Be open to what emerges.

TRY THIS: Make a list of your incompletions. Select three items and
focus on completing them. Notice your experience and how you feel
when you have finished. Start small.
CONSIDER THIS: Sometimes we need to let go of things to feel complete.
Read The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up (Kondo, 2014).

PRACTICE 13

TRY THIS: Ask yourself, “If I was brave today, what would I do?” Do this
on a regular basis and see where you want to step up and out.

Take Bold Action

CONSIDER THIS: What if vulnerability was not a weakness, but rather
your clearest path to courage, engagement, and meaningful connection?
Read Daring greatly (Brown,2012).

 Take actions that challenge you
greatly.
 Know that stepping up and out can
build confidence and skill.

The practices in this e-book will support you to live a fully expressed life and your personal leadership best. Over time you will
notice your authentic confidence growing as you increasingly trust yourself, trust that life has your back, and that you have
other trustworthy women to support your success. You are now sourcing your courage and confidence from the power of
connection to yourselves, life, and others.
We would love to hear about a practice that works for you, so we can share it with our Women in Leadership for Life
community. You can email us at info@womeninleadershipforlife.ca.
All the best on your leadership for life journey,
Lillas and Linda
Women in Leadership for Life
www.womeninleadershipforlife.ca
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